Summary.
In a preceding paper (1) the authors have studied the reaction T÷r:-.7~ +r:, using the )Iandelstam representation and assuming a pion-pion resonance in the T= 1, J= 1 pion-pion state. From this reaction amplitude and the pionpion scattering amplitude in even angular momentum States one can get the amplitude for pion-photon scattering, using again the ~andelstam representation, and neglecting, in the application of unitarity, ~11 the processes other than two-body two-body.
(1))of. GOURDIN and A. MARTIN: -~UOVO Cimento 16, 78 (1960) . See also: H. S. WONG: Bull. Am. Phys. Soc., 4, 407 (1959) .
The pion-photon scattering amplitude cannot be directly confronted with experiment, but it plays a role in the nucleon-photon Scattering, when the photon is scattered by the meson cloud of the nucleon. More precisely~ when one tries to apply the Mandelstam technique to the process y-~3~-~y~-j~ °, one h~s to know the imaginary part of the I'eaetion amplitude in the channel Y~-'f -+ 2/~-A¢'; the lowest intermediate state is, apart from the ~:0 giving rise to a pole~ the two-pion state. Thig is the main motivation of the present work. On the other hand~ the present problem constitutes a good illustration of the ~[andelstam technique where an explicit solution of the equations can be given.
In the body of the paper several simplifying assumptions have been made, but we show in the appendices how one can solve the problems in the general case. First, we only retain the J: 1 part of the y~-~-->~ ~-= amplitude, neglecting contributions from J ~ 3; second~ we neglect the D waves and higher waves in pion-pion scattering, because this is eSSentially u low energy treatment, and, due to the range of the forces, these waves are expected to be very small. Then it is possible to express the y-r~ scattering amplitude in terms of three quantities:
--the electromagnetic coupling constant which enters as a multiplying factor in the low energy limit of the charged scattering amplitude (this limit has to coincide with the Thompson amplitude); --the total croSs-section ar for the process y-~=--~=÷r:; --the two S phases of pion-pion scattering in T = 0 and T--~ 2 isospin states.
In the present paper we make no attempt to replace these quantities bY numbers. We feel that for the moment it iS not really worthwhile. One could in principle use the figures proposed by F]~AZER and FVLco (~) in the T~ 1 J ~ 1 pion-pion state, which gives, up to a factor, at, and try" to estimate the T~--0.2, J--~ 0 pion-pion amplitudes by inserting the T----1, J= 1 data in the Chew-Mandelstam (3) or Cini and Fubini (4) equntions for the pion-pion Scattering. This will be done later. 
